Trion® Security Anti-Theft Products

ScanLock® Hook Lock

Cut Theft, Boost Profits

Trust the hook-makers at Trion to invent creative solutions to prevent individual item theft as well as mass “sweeping” of merchandise. Easy-to-use, inexpensive key-lock system secures most common scan hooks—and even retrofits existing hooks in place!

- Install locks alone to retrofit your existing hooks in-store, or full lock-and-hook combinations in your choice of hook and label holder styles.
- Secures scan hooks up to ⅛” diameter, with 1” wire spacing.
- Secure all items or display some unlocked. Display 1 or 2 items unlocked for easy customer access while balance of stock is locked and held secure.
- Simple swing-aside access. No need to remove the lock to access & sell items.
- User-friendly design re-locks without a key. Open several hooks for hands-on selling to customers, replace items and re-lock in an instant without fumbling for the key.
- Optional Security Plate secures hook to pegboard to provide additional theft deterrence.

Proudly Made in the U.S.A.

Keyed Locking System
FlipScan® Label Holder Option
Security Plate Option
Lock all or some items

Part of the Trion® Security Anti-Theft Line of Products.
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